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Recursive definitions of mathematical objects always include two parts: basic step and in-

ductive step.

• In the recursive definition of a sequence

– basic step: specifies explicitly the initial value(s) for a0, possibly several more a1, a2 etc.

– inductive step: gives a formula to calculate an+1 as a function of preceding terms an, an−1, ...

an+1 = g(an, an−1...)

Note: not every one of an, an−1, ... has to appear in the recursive relation.

Example 1. Recursive definition of the Fibonacci numbers {fn} for n ≥ 0.

– Basic step: specify two initial values f0 = 1, f1 = 1. Note that 2 initial terms are specified

because the recursive relation below requires the knowledge of 2 preceding terms.

– Inductive step:

fn+1 = fn + fn−1, for n ≥ 1.

(Note: n ≥ 1 is necessary here since we want all the indices in this equation to be ≥ 0). ♣

Example 2. Geometric progression. The explicit form (or closed form) to define geometric

progression is

an = a0r
n, for n ≥ 0

Question: what can be a recursive definition?

Answer. observe that in the geometric progression a0, a0r, a0r
2, a0r

3..., two consecutive terms

always differ by a factor r. Thus, the recursive relation can be

an+1 = anr

The basic step can be: specify the value of a0. Note that only 1 initial value should be specified

in the basic step because the above recursive relation only requires the knowledge of 1 preceding

term. ♣

Due the similarity of recursive definition and mathematical induction, the latter can be used

to prove properties of the former. The basic and inductive steps in these two frameworks are

closely related.

Example 3. Define recursively

– basic step: a0 = 1

– inductive step: an+1 = an + an−1 + ... + a0 + 1 for n ≥ 0.
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Prove that an = 2n

Proof. We use strong induction.

– Basic step of the proof. We want to show when n = 0, a0 = 20. This is true by the basic step

in the definition a0 = 1.

– Inductive step of the proof.

Inductive hypothesis: ak = 2k, ak−1 = 2k−1, ..., a0 = 20

We want to show: ak+1 = 2k+1. Here is the argument.

ak+1 = ak + ak−1 + ak−2 + ... + a0 + 1 by the inductive step of the definition

= 2k + 2k−1 + 2k−2 + ... + 20 + 1 by inductive hypothesis

=
20 − 2k+1

1− 2
+ 1 apply summation formula to geometric progression 20, 21, ..., 2k−2, 2k−1, 2k

=
1− 2k+1

−1
+ 1

= 2k+1 finished the inductive step!

♣

• In the recursive definition of a set S

– basic step: specifies the membership of one or several elements in S.

– inductive step: gives a rule(s) to recruit more members based on existing members. For

example

If x ∈ S, y ∈ S, then g(x, y) also belongs to S

where g(x, y) is some function.

Example 4. Set of even numbers E = {....,−4,−2, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, ...}. Can we find a recursive

definition of E?

Intuition. First, include some initial value(s) in the basic step, say 2 ∈ E. Then recruit more

even numbers by repeatedly invoke the inductive step

If x ∈ E, y ∈ E, then x + y ∈ E and x− y ∈ E.

In other words, if we have two even numbers x, y included in E, then we will further include

their sum x+ y and difference x− y in E. This way, we use the basis step 2 ∈ E and inductive

step

(2 ∈ E, 2 ∈ E) → (2 + 2 ∈ E, 2− 2 ∈ E)

to recruit 0 and 4 into E. Repeat this process again and again; we will eventually include all

even numbers in E. ♣
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Example 5. Prove that the set of positive multiples of a positive integer x can be defined

recursively as

– basic step: x ∈ S

– inductive step: (a ∈ S, b ∈ S) → (a + b) ∈ S.

In other words, prove that S defined above equals {x, 2x, 3x, 4x, ...}
Proof. To prove a set identity A = B, we have to prove two things: 1. every member of A

also belongs to B; 2. every member of B also belongs to A. We now prove

(1) S = {x, 2x, 3x, 4x, ...}

following this framework.

◦ Part I: we want to show every member of S belongs to {x, 2x, 3x, 4x, ...}, that is, every

thing defined recursively as above is a positive multiply of x.

– basis step: x ∈ S. Obviously, this recruitment of x verifies x is a member of {x, 2x, 3x, 4x, ...}
– inductive step: (a ∈ S, b ∈ S) → (a + b) ∈ S. Here, we recruit (a + b) from existing

members a, b.

Want to show: any member recruited in this fashion belongs to {x, 2x, 3x, 4x, ...}.
The inductive hypothesis is that a, b are members of {x, 2x, 3x, 4x, ...}, that is a, b are positive

multiples of x. Then, their sum a + b is obviously also a positive multiple of x, namely,

(a + b) ∈ {x, 2x, 3x, 4x, ...}
◦ Part II: want to show every member of {x, 2x, 3x, 4x, ...} belongs to S, that is, every nx

with n ≥ 1 can be recursively defined as above.

– basic step: want to show x ∈ S. This is true by the basic step in the definition.

– inductive step: want to use the inductive hypothesis that x, 2x, 3x, ....kx ∈ S to show that

(k + 1) ∈ S. Here is the argument. Since we already have x ∈ S and kx ∈ S by inductive

hypothesis, we use the inductive step in the definition

(x ∈ S, kx ∈ S) → (x + kx) = (k + 1)x ∈ S

Inductive step finished!

Combining Part I and II, we proved (1). ♣


